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EXECUTFIVE SUMMARY

TITLE: Space Doctrine AUTHOR: Gary A. Chilcott, Lieutenant

Colonel, USAF

United States military space activities have been guided

by policy and technological decisions since the 1 9SOs because

little work has been done to develop and articulate co:herent

space doctrine. In December 198:--:, the Chief of Staff of the

Air Force and the Secretary of the Air Force signed a new Air

Force space pol icy which stated that spacepower would assume

as -decisive a role in future combat operatio, ns as airpower

does today. Since doctrine represents our fundamental beliefs

based on our eiperience, it. is essential that. the military

f,-,rrulate space dc ctrine so it. may evolve as ex:.::perience is

gained in space operations. This paper looks at. several space

doctrinal1 tenets and discusses their applicability. It also

points tc somre of the obstacles that have precluded space

do:trinal develo::prent. It concludes with ideas for the future

in developing a space doct-rine.
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CHAPTER I

I NTROL)JC ION

Over half a century ago Giulio Louhet stated that anyone

considering land and sea operations of any importance must of

necessity remember that above the land and the sea is the

air.(3:2-1) What Douhet also knew, but did not consider, is

that above the air is space and, as air has influenced and

been decisive on the battlefield, so will space impact the

battlefield of tomorrow. It is only a question of time,

technology, and vision. During World War II General Hap

Arnold stated that we should keep our doctrines ahead of our

equipment so as not to, delude the nation into a false sense of

security.(1:1-4) Unfortunately the DOD and the Air Force have

been siciw in developi g space doct rine prirmarily because of

costs, technological uncertainty and how best to operate in

terms of our national security interests. Therefore the focus

:,f this paper is t.::, deveiop those fundamental beliefs based

upon e.perience which sh,.ould be used to develop doctrine.

E:oth the f:,rmer Secretary of the Air Force, Mr. Edward

Aldridge and the C:hief of Statf of the Air Force, General

Larry Welch, concluded on 29 August 191,:8, that. spacepower will

assume as decisive a role in future combat operations as

airpower do:,es today.(:1) B:oth stated that the Air Force must

make a corp::, r .-te c omrmitmen t to integrate space operations into

the fabi ic of the existing Ai r Force. What led our leadership



to draw these conclusions is the ever increasing dependence

our terrestrial forces have on space and the significant

amount of the Air Force budget supporting space operations.

Given the evolution of space systeris, the senior Air Force

leadership has articulated an important doctrinal tenet that

should be included in space doctrine.

Some would say today there is a doctrinal void in space

and that the Air Force, the DOD, and the nation are suffering

as a result. If the CADRE definition of doctrine is accepted

as representing what. we believe to be the best way to do

things based on an analysis and interpretation of our

e:::perience, then what. are our beliefs about space? Dr.

Richard Hallion has stated that producing doctrine is tough

because it. must "function in the present, be appropriate for

the future, possess flexibility and adaptability to meet

changing condi ,-. ions, and be rooted in the past.". (34:26) Space

doctrine must meet the same criteria, however little has been

achieved. To develop space doctrine is beyond the scope of

this paper, however, the space arena has progressed far enough

to distill its history, evaluate the present, and make sound

estimates of the future. What's important is to pull together

those space beliefs so they may evolve as have other doctrinal

issues.

Ihe l-, owing fundamental be]iefs are provided as a basis

for future space doctrine: (:1 Understanding space warfare is

critical. Despite unique operating characteristics of the
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space environment, the traditional principles of war apply to

space forces. The principles of war serve as guidelines for

military forces and are the basis for military d:0ctrine.

(2) Space force employment is unique: Space is not an

extension of the air, just like the sea is not an extension of

the land. ( ) Space warfighting principle are essential. The

emphasis on space exploration and exploitation for peaceful

purposes has obscured the US national security space role.

(4) The integration of space forces with terrrestrial forces

is necessary for success in warfare. There are no separate

space missions in themselves. Space forces assist and improve

the terrestrial warffighter. (.5) A balanced and consistent

space capability is necessary to ensure US and allied national

security. (G) Partnerships and alliances are critical to

global stabi.ity and future space force development.
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CHAPTER II

SPACE DOCTRINE TENETS

In the absence of viable space doctrine, ilitary space

requirements have been driven by technological availability

and policy statermients. Fundamental doctrine should not only

be what we believe based on experience, but also set the stage

and provide a framework for operating space forces. This

chapter supports those tenets introduced in the first chapter.

P~rnci es 'of War

Military beliefs of what space warfare is and will be like

must be the basis for space doctrine. The principles of war

serve as guidelines in which military forces, including those

in space, act..(3:2-4) While the space environment possesses

unique operating characteristics apart from the land, sea, and

air, the traditional principles cof war continue to apply.

While spacecraft are generally unrmianned and operate

autonomrously, they are not maneuverable in a classical sense.

Characteristics of air, such as speed, range, and flexibility

as desc ribed in AFM 1--1, do not have the same significance in

space. More appropriate characteristics of our space forces

contain more global themes, such as continuousness,

pervasiveness, and tirmeliie'-ss.(49:19.5) Satellites are

predictable, efficient, operate under all conditions, and are

always present. lhe following principles of war are discussed

in relatio:n to their contributions to space.
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Obj ec ti ve

To conduct war one must have a clearly defined objective.

Clausewitz stated "the first, the supreme, the most far

reaching act o:f judgement that the commander must. make is to

establish the kind of war on which they are embarking...1

(17:8) Sun Tzu emphasized the importance of knowing and

shaping the enemy "his primary target is the mind of the

opposing commander".(:32':41 ) Air Force doctrine states that

"the most basic principle for success in any military

operation is a clear and concise statement '-,f a realistic

_bjective".(3:2-S) What. is the military objective in space?

Most. wo:uld agree it. is to preserve free access to space for

peaceful purposes by the military and civilian sectors. Can

this be done witho, ut space weapons and is it. realistic?

Another source indicates the Air Force objective is assured

mission capability. Still others would list the primary

objective as support t.o terrestrial forces from space and

operation of a responsive launch infrastructure? Objectives

must Le realistic, attainable, and understood by everyone.

Currently the US p rinciple objective is to increase the

effectiveness and efficiency of terrestrial forces.

Historically the offensive has been the prerequisite for

winning wars Clausewit.z stated "the main feature of the

offensive is the out.flanking o:,r by-passing of the defender,

i.e. taking the initiative".(17:530) Sun Fzu discussed the
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offensive an defeating the enemy in detail.(32.69) The Army's

AirLand E:attle erphasizes the tenents of agility, initiative,

depth, and sychronizat.ion t.o gain the offensive. The Navy's

Marit. irme Strategy is offensive--forward deplo-y and take the

war to, the enemy ports. 'Sirrilar ly space doctrine must

er,,h,,'i1_ the. offensive to be decisive. First, it represents

tt- hi,'jh qr.:'ur~d. -un Tzu said "ground which both we and they

,'Y trovr.'_r o with equal ease is called accessible. In such

.qwu , h, who takes high sunny positions ... can fight

av_(oaqus.:yu .v an army prefers high ground to low...".

fj z:' I'/1 1) B:ecause space represent.s the ultimate high

ground, there is great leve-age in controlling_ space. This

applites not on ly to surveillance and monitoring enemy

activity, but also in force projection from space where

di rected and kinetic energy systems are being evaluated for

pO tent i aiI f u tu r e em I::,1 oymen t

!<F _ o o y_ ,',.f .: r cc.#.

Ecc','oroy of force simply means tco e::pend no m'o:re resource

or effort than is needed to accomplish an objective, i.e.

don't overkill in terms of cove rage :,r capability.(:2-7)

This pr i nriiple is especially ap,plicable to space systems where

high ct". to, launch have driven-i the Air Force tio design

multi-pupovse, longer lasting and enduring space syster,,s. The

Soviets, in c,-,nt.rast., launch rr',re frequently because their

systems have sh,-rter lifes-,-ans and are si.n.jle mission

satellites in lower earth o-rbits. While the US concentrates
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on larger, multi-mission system, it does not rufi out smaller,

single purpose cheaper satellites for theater corurfander use in

a crisis.(26:223) Finally, economy of force could be

demonstrated using space weapons.

Mass

Mass is the ability to concentrate force at the time and

place of choosing to achieve victory.(3:2-7) Again Sun Tzu

states "that numbers alone do not confer an advantage...do not

advanc e ' I y i ng on shee r ili tary po,wer".(:2'.122) Mass

represents a capability applied at a precise time to achieve

superiority, and not necessarily the traditional view of

putting objects in close pr:oxim ity to overwhelm an inferior

fo 'e.(2.1222) Space objects do not echelon like ground

forces or fly forrmation like air forces, however space forces

can be concentrated for better support of terrestrial 1torces.

The Soviets demonstrated this principle during the Falklands

Campaign when they launched additional reconnaissance

satellites to support the Argentines.(41:275) Another example

of mass involves possessing a reserve force to spare damaged

satellites. Spares are an integral part of the US space

capability.

...........Marteuver1

Maneuver is the ability or flexibility to place an enemy

in a position of disadvantage and allow you to withdraw your

own force when overwhel md ed.(3:2-7) Sun Tzu devoted a whole

essay to maneuver and stated "War is based on deception...
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rove when it is advantageous and create changes in the

situation by dispersal and concentration of force".(32:106)

There is no argurment that, in general, spacecraft are not

maneuverable in a physical sense--i.e. they cannot turn or

rrove easily. According to Sun Tzu, however, maneuver is also

deception. Turning off and on a spare satellite is a form of

maneuver to deceive. Dispersal of satellites throughout a

wide array of orbits for better ground coverage, while in

higher altitudes for survivability, is a form of maneuver. In

addition, technology is irmproving propulsion systems and the

potential of on-orbit refueling will increase spacecraft.

flexibility, scope, and range of operations.

This principle directs a unity of effort under one

comrmrander. The r'ecurring therme of present doctrine is

centralized control and decentralized execution.(3,2-10) This

concept is essential to the effective employment of space

forces. Because of the global nature of these forces, their

piecereal or divided employment would result. in degraded

operations. Satellite constellations, whether for

surveillance, navigation, or communication, collectively have

a capability that generally cannot be earmarked for one

particular area for a prolonged period of time. Again General

White said some thirty years ago. "once we attain a space

capability, a lack of centralized authority would certainly

hamper our use of space and could be disastrous in tim e of
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war".(2:10) Lieutenant General Henry, former Space Division

Comrrmander stated that one of the most important aspects of all

space systems is that they service more than one user.(36:38)

The US unified command with its service components are

providi ng a unity of effort, and many believe will be the

organizational structure that evolves into a separate space

force.(38: 74) When that occurs will be determined by how

quickly the military exploits the space control and force

application mission areas. The current organizational

relationship is that the functional CINC for space ensures

that space forces operate for the theater CINCs.

Secur it

Current doctrine describes security as "protecting

friendly forces and their operations from enemy actions which

could provide the enemy une.-:pected advantage".(::2-6)

Security is another imtperative for space forces. There are

two elements of security: security to terrestrial forces, i.e.

denying information useful to the enemy and gaining

inforrtation about the enemy and physical security of the

spacecraft.(26:225) Once again the high ground enables a

nation to gain large amounts of information about the enemy,

including possible hostile intentions and provide increased

warning. In contrast, physical security measures for space

systems include hardening, proliferation, and deception.

Hardening enhances survivability but increases weight which

reduces fuel and increases the cost of replacement.
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Proliferation complicates the enemy's targeting problem, while

decept ion prevents the enemy f precisely locating the

target.. Negat.incg a satellite do:es not necessarily mean

killing it. with a weapon, since electronically, satellites are

e::.::tremely fragile. Additionally, ground statio:ns that provide

te.,emetry, tracking, and com rrrmanding can be destroyed,

elir inating any continuity cf operation.

Surm:rimse.

Current, doctrine defines surprise as "the attack of an

enemy at a time, place, and manner for which the enemy is

neither prepared or e>::pecting an attack".(::2--,) One

historian states that surprise is influenced most by secrecy,

deception, and speed.(20:205) Sun Tzu says "appear at places

to which he must hasten; move swiftly t,_- where he does not

expect you".(32:96) Secrecy could deceive the enemy of one's

actual capability. Cur rent space systems are always present

but may not always be tracked or operated. On orbit spares

coul.d be activated in conflict and provide information to

users within hours. Ultimately space weapons could be

emp.o yed ..gainst-. a target minutes afte r directed by the NCA.

Space weapons shift the potential balance of power

dramatically because of their precision and timeliness.

(: : 234 )

This principle refers to avoiding unnecessary complexity

in preparing, planning, and conducting military operations.
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(3 :2-7) Space systems operate autonomously 24 hours a day and

currently provide in formation to support the battlefield.

However, as dependency upon future space systems increases,

simple back-up plans m, ust be developed. (20: 207) Operational

techniques must be developed to salvage constellations, employ

spares, and launch new systems when needed. Highly technical

and complex systems do not necessarily require corplex

operational procedures. In addition, as space systems are

integrated into wartare, CS and timing of force application

will becomie critical.

LLiQstic s

This is defined as sustaining men and machine in combat

by obtain ing, movi ng, and maintaining warfighting

potential.(3':2-85) Logistics is the long pole in the space

tent. There is limited launch, no refueling or on-orbit.

repair capability, and limited retrieval of malfunctioning

satellites because of the cost to launch and maintain a

retrieval system (the Shuttle has retrieved spacecraft only in

low earth orbit).(26.:226) Built-in redundacy and met. iculous

accuracy in design have precluded copi:ponent failure and

ensured high reliability rates. In most cases our satellites

operate beyond their life expectancy. New technologies must

focus on improved methods of logistics support of space

systems so problems with highly coiple:x: satellites can be

repaired rather than retired.

In conclusion the principles of war apply to our space
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sytems and must be the fundamental basis for understanding

warfare. In several cases, such as in mass and maneuver, the

different operating characteristics of the space redium do not

negate the principle. In these cases the principle is merely

applied in a different way.
:!.:..- e.'.:,,!_.e. E.ri!i _l.. ..y v - -_r

Space is not an ex-tension cf the air, just like the sea

is not an ex::tension of the land frormi a military force

employrmtent per spective. In analyzing AFM 1-1 one author

reported that "...space capabilities are incorrectly derived

by applying the term aerospace to what is an otherwise

comprehensive airpower doctrine".(49:194) E:oth the air and

space are distinct and separate mediurms that possess certain

advantages and disadvantages in military conflict. Another

author has stated that " physical characteristics of space are

at least, as distinct from the air as the air is from the land

and the sea...space is not a continuation of the air warfare

environment but a separate military dimension".(35:47:)

Fundamental to any discussion of space is the issue of

whether space is a place, i.e. another dimension of warfare,

o ,r a ri issio n. Air Force Chief of Staff General Thomas D.

White described space as a place when he coined the word

aerospace in the late 1950s. In testimony before the House

Comrr,ittee cn Science and Astronautics he stated " air and

space comp::,r.ise a single continuous operational field in which

the Air F'::ve rmust continue to function. This area is the

12



aerospace...".(2:5,2) Doctrinally, the Air Force followed

with this statement in AFM 1-2 "the aerospace is an

operationally indivisible medium consisting of the total

expanse beyond the Earth's surface".31:6) Some critics have

held that the context of these statements surrounded

land-based ICBMs, weapons that would transit space. While

ICBMs may have provided the means for putting a satellite into

orbit and opened the door for space development, other

visionaries foresaw the space medium saturated with

spacecraft. From another viewpoint space could have rerrained

in limbo, since there was uncertainty about the medium, high

costs and the nuclear mission dominated Air Force thinking.

The difficulty with White's premise about the indivisible

aerospace rediurm is that it attempts to merge two mediums with

different characteristics. Speed, range, and f.e::.ibility

versus ,global coverage, continuousness, and autonomy are

brought together under the term aerospace(46:210/49:19S).

General Herres, first commander of Unified Space Command,

argued that "space is not a rission ... (but) a place frorm which

and within which military missions are carried out" (.MO,74)

This argues strongly for the need for a space doctrine which

describes the environment, capability, and characteristics of

srpac e for res. $ ', I7

Wa, r 1 t io jtntq FyjI t . :' 1.

Space is not and never can be a rilitary only

envirnrrent, both from a US and free world perspective.

13



Cortlpications and competing interests in space from' the civil,

commercial, and intelligence community, besides allied and

non-allied nations, will place limitations and restrictions on

any future battlef ield in space. (:31 :233)

Space forces contribute toward US national security

objectives of deterrence and flexible response. While

historically there hasl been considerable emphasis on space for

peaceful purposes and scientific and technical e::.::plcoration,

one canno, t downp].ay the important of space forces to the US

national security. Ultimately the accomplishments in civil

and commercial programs ansd in allied space programs, is a

direct result of the investment in space for natio:nal security

purposes. Space forces contribute to deterring c,-,nf lict just

as nuclear and conventional terrestrial forces do, and if

deterrence fails the US must be able tio both project power, if

necessary, or defend and protect its space fcrces.(16:61)

Fl-o llowing the Soviet Sputnik achievement the early

formulation o:f US space policy focused e>;:clusively on the

passive military benefits of space.(S9:,47) Repeated efforts

by the armed forces to support space weapon projects,

anti-sate].lites, and bal].istic missile defenses were shelved

by top o fficials. In the late 19.50's Generals Schriever and

White discussed the importance of space superiority, "...in

the future whoever has the capability to control space will

likewise po-:ssess the cal--,ability to exert control over the

earth..."(2:55I) This early discussion of space control led

14



to rationale for an ASAT. However strong the military pushed

for ASAT weapons, President Eisenhower did not advocate ASATs

because he believed they would lead to space warfare.(59;.52)

The issue of space sovereignty was at stake and Eisenhower had

the vision to preserve it. Non-aggressiveness in space was

arid is still fundarmental to US space objectives.(63:1) One

need only review the eight principles of the latest National

Space Policy to replay this familiar theme.

. a t .a io,-n of f_-,a c Forces

There are no separate space missions in themselves.

Geeral Herres has stated that the mission is not space, but

to accomrriplish specific tasks in space related to our national

defense.(3270) Space forces are developed and deployed to

help accorplish or enhance existing cormbatant commanders and

Service terrestrial missions. This is consistent with the long

standing thrust of space for peaceful purposes. Space is a

provider of information. For space systerns to achieve their

potential, they must be fully integrated into the present

force structure.

Space forces, while global and autonorrous, must be fully

integrated with existing and proposed force structure of all

services and alli-s to be effective. Because US political,

economic, and military vital interests are spread throughout

the world, space forces take on increasing importance for

their warning, communication, and surveillance capabilities.

While the warfighting mediums (air, land, sea, and space)
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are distinct, it does not mean that certain types of forces

only operate in that medium. Forces should interact

throughout each mediumr in a corrplementary manner. In

addition, individual military services do not have sole

responsibility for operation in a particular mediurm . While

the Air Force possesses the majority of the air and space

infrastructure, doctrinally they should not claim that

operating red i ur.

Iln the 1980s, the Services began to focus on space

integration. The Air Force formed a major comrmand for space

in 1982, followed by the Navy in 19:3, and the Army Space

Agen:y in 1985 (the Army would activate a command in 198:3).

These commands were primarily responsible for identifying

space requirements and conducting space system operations.

The organizational centerpiece for space forces was formed in

late 1985, when the US Unified Command for Space was created,

giving space a CINC. With the subsequent thrust of the

Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act, space became

synonomous with warfighting. This new role made the component

commands more than managers of data. They became directly

responsible to the CINC, by law, to provide forces for space

warfare.

A baL..i.-a-d space capability is a prerequisite to mission

success. To conduct effective military space operations rests

solely on accomplishing the function of space support, i.e.



launch and satellite control.(55-i0) US launch capability

must be able to go when required, not when scheduled. A

recent article on an effective space doctrine stated that

... very likely an operational doctrine would have as its

highest priority the development of a reliable, responsive,

flexible, on-demand access to space".(47:34) General

Piotrowski has stated that space sytems need to be responsive.

"£In war, things will be consulmed and the side that can

replenish losses will be the side that can retain an

advantage".( 5S:.) Space control is the next. priority

because of the im:perative to protect the US space investment.

In 1959, General White said that "As we progress into space, I

feel sure that our capability to control space will assure

freedom of movement on the surface of the earth and throughout

the earth's atmosphere".(2:3:599) Accomplishing space support

and space control effectively permits uninterrrupted force

enhancerment and force application.

A balanced and consistent capability is also affected by

the threat changes in the Soviet space program which caused

indecision in the US space program. While the Soviets had

developed and successfully tested an A;AT, testing was halted

in 1971. Whereas the US focused on the Soviets directly

attacking US and allied satellites, the Soviets began to use

space to increase their own warfighting and crisis reaction

capability.(4-:'.12) E:oth in Czechoslovakia and Chinese border

hostilities, the :£oviets were now concentrating on photo
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reconnaissance satellites to rnonit.cor the conflict.(s9:141)

In 1973, in the Arab-Israeli War, Soviet reconnaissance

satellites were maneuvered to capture critical terrestrial

events. While this change mirrored the US approach, Soviet

space systems were much more responsive.(59:141)

Other causes for imbalance included cancellation of the

Manned Orbiting Laboratory and a change to larger, more

capable, rm, ultiple functioning, longer lasting

satellites.(22:681) This was driven in part by the high cost.

of launching satellites. Since NASA was finished with the

drive to-, the Moon, they turned to fix the launch dilemma and

in 1972, amid heavy Congressional Iobbying, won approval and

funding f'r the Space Transportation System. For the 0D0,

new military space prograrrs could be pursued only when

particular mission functions could be shown to be more cost

benef i c i a 1 than other methods. ($9 :1.9 )

In the 19 :":os the Soviet space challenge cointinued to

grow. The Soviets, who possessed more active satellites than

the US, were actively e:::ercising their space doctrine, that. is

multiple l. aunches, quick turn around times, and direct space

support to theaters in conflict.(41:274) The new National

Space P,-,licy held that space systems of any nation are

national property and have the right of passage through and

operation in space without interference. Interference with

space sytems w ould be viewed as an inf ringerm'ent on sovereign

r igl-ts. (63:4)



In January 12J:E6, the loss of the Space Shuttle Challenger

severely set back the US space programi. The US dependence on

the Shuttle to launch DOUD satellites created a backlog that

will run into the m id 1990s. Development of a fari-jily of

launch vehicles was determined by the Secretary of the Air

Force as essential to an assured access to space.(21:2)

[1n te r r e I at i on sh i rs

The US cannot take a 'go it alone' attitude concerning

global and regional space security, because the costs of

getting into space just are not corrming down. Space has made a

big world srall and perm itted us to know miore than we probably

wanted to know about each other. Space provides information

quickly and accurately. This infor'ation leads to decisions

about forces, the environment, and governmental relationships.

Space alliances and treaties will be necessary from a

political, economic and military standpoint. Politically,

alliances provide solidarity and strength to improve the state

of world affairs. Economically, space alliances assist the

burden sharing of small countries gaining a space capability.

Militarily, alliances bind together forces for mutual security

at a reduced price tag. Militarily, space systems provide

indications and warning of threat activity worldwide. This

informt ation could and has been used to combbat global problems

such as drugs and terrorisrm . This exchange of inforimation

must. continue to grow.

Over the years the US has shared technology with its



al. 1 e Thi-s has come in the form of fr ee . launches for other

nations' satellites and most recently in the foreign launch of

a U; satellite (Chinese CSS:;-4 launch of a US commercial

satellite on 7 April 1990). Some joint ventures have strained

relations, such as the US-European effort to jointly explore

the solar system, delayed because of the Shuttle. There have

also been concerns over the equality of effort toward the

Spacelab project and considerable difficulty in coming to

grips over the technology exchange concerning the Strategic

Defense Initiative (SDI) program. While sharing is important,

it. must. be done cautiously.

Another concern is the avoidance of an arms race in

space. I 1967, the Outer Space Treaty was a most significant

global action to ban weapons of mass destruction from space.

Article III stated "all parties shall carry on activities in

the exploration and use of outer space in the interest of

maintaining peace and security".(40,205) Article IV called on

"all parties to refrain from placing in orbit around the earth

or stationi ng in space nuclear weapons or any other kinds of

weapons of mass destruction".(40:205) It also prescribed an

international forum for any nation that feels threatened from

space.

Co'ntr 'ibuting to reduced space activity were the SALT I

and ARM mrm :s conrtrol agreements. SALT I specifically forbode

int.rferen.e witht National Technical Means (NTM) which many

interpreted as a ban on ASAT activity.(59 :165) The ABM Treaty
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provided signifcant restrictions in that parties could not

develop, test, or deploy AE:M systems or components which are

rmobile land, sea, air, or space based. Agreed Statement D in

a follow-on 1973 Protocol to the Treaty restricted "ABM

systems based on other physical principles".(40206) This was

interpreted to mean lasers, particle bearmts, oi electroragnetic

waves, however the term other physical principles is an area

of debate as technology opens new possibilities.

While no subsequent t1reaties directly affecting the space

environrment have occurred, poLtntial arms agreements in

strategic forces and European conventional forces are on the

horizon. The implications cur t. , ty monitoring and

ver ification through national technical means will greatly

impact global space resources.

Con.c.__.l._ _.us i' on

Within DOD, any discussion of space war fare must be

grounded in the principles of war. US space history reflects

goals and initiatives predorr inately for peaceful purposes.

Fear of an arms race and fear of militarization of space has

influenced the direction of US national security programs

f rom the begirning.

Space warfare must also include the premise that space is

not an e.tension of the air, but a separate operating

environment with distinct characteristics. It is essential

that the idea of applying air.characteristics to space be

carefully scrutinized in space doctrine.
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Finally, to describe space as a warf ighting medium one

must recognize the existence of civil and corr'ercial

spacecraft, the integration of space forces with terrestrial

forces, the need for a balanced and consistent capability, and

the importance of future global inter relatio nships.

The tollo wing chapter will look at. impediments to

r,, iii tar y ac c tr ine deve 1 oprmen t.
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CHAPTER III

IMPEDIMENT%; TO DOCTRINE

There is considerable historical evidence that indicates

the US space program was fragmented fron its inception. While

the difficulties bear resemblance to the strife incurred by

military air pioneers in establishing a separate Air Force,

the space story is far more comple:. and convoluted. Colin

Gray has stated that until the 1980s the US did not have

anything that resembled a military space program. (31:233)

After World War II and into the 1950s, there emerged two

space efforts--a military and intelligence effort and a

scientific and experiment-oriented effort.(27:9) The military

initiative had few supporters, since satellites were new

systems and not weapons, they did not compete favorably for

funding. The Services were also reluctant to invest in space

research and development because they could not. forecast where

the space mission would ultimately reside. Too large an

investment in uncertain apace technologies was considered

reckless. To further squelch military play in space, the

national security advisors to President Eisenhower argued for

peaceful exploration of space, which initially precluded using

ICE'Ms as space laurch vehicles.(:,:35:)

While President Eisenhower had picked the scientific

path, the Soviet launch of Sputnik I on October 1957 altered
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that path. This single event was good and bad. It provided

new irpetus and funding for the US program, but it also

created pressure for the United State: to accelerate its

fledgling space effort.(2?': 54) What had been forming as an

orderly dual-track transition to space, now had become

emotion-filled with "beat the Russians" and "Armerica can't be

second rate" slogans. The public was alarmed that the USSR

had surpassed the US in getting into space. As Dr. James

Killian, Special Assistant to the President for Science and

Technology stated, "Sputnik I created a crisis in confidence

that swept the country like a wind blown forest fire."(42 7)

He goes on to say that there was a widespread fear that the

country lay at the mercy of the Russians and that our

government had lost the power to maintain leadership in the

international arena.(42:7) The real truth was that our nation

could have been in space up to two years earlier had it not

been for national policy and inter-service rivalry.

The Soviet success forced the US to redress its space

priorities and goals.(27:8) With a near crisis in public

perception, the services were ready to forge ahead with their

space initiatives. At the same time, however, the civilians

put forth strong pressure to form a separate civilian space

agency which would promote space exploration for peaceful

purposes President Eisenhower wanted the DOD to be the

centerpiece for ou nation's space progranm,, but he did not

want a single service to take the lead in space and did not
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want a civilian agency formed.(S9:41)) Growing public dissent

and Congressional pressure finally forced the Chief Executive

to surrender and NASA was formed in April 1958.

The difficulty in this civilian-nmilitary approach is that

it did not possess any integrated goal--sort of a weapon fired

at too rm-any targets. Dr. John Logsdon of the National Space

Foundation, points out in his book Decision ti Go to the Moo1n,

that the primary foci of congressional concern during the

hearings (on NASA) were the interaction between civilian and

nilitary space efforts; freedom of DOD to engage in military

oriented space research, and the lack of a rechanismi for

overall policy for the space effort.(44:23) It appears there

was miore concern oVer dividing the roles, the missions, and

the budget, rather than genuine concern over the issue of

national security.

The f inal wording of the National Aeronautics and Space

Act on 2 April 195 , set the stage for space "disagreements"

in subsequent decades. Section 102 stated that "space

activities shall be the responsibility of and shal] ilibe

directed by a civilian agency...except activities peculiar to

or primar ;.ily absociated with the development of weapon

systems, m ilitary operations, or the defense of the United

States (includin i research and development) which shall be the

responsibility of the DOD".(29',S90) What started as NASA in a

secondary role doing basic r' esearch now clearly put. them in

the driver's seat for space activities. It appeared that DOD
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would not regain space preerminence unless NASA's role was

redefined or a space war occurred. This situation would lead

to bitter interdepartrmental battles cver future roles and

missions. (29 : 599)

Within the DOD several initiatives were underway. Space

pr-jects were initially assigned to° a newly created Advanced

Project.s Research Agency (ARPA) to: prevent duplication of

effort.(27:8) Subsequently ARPA was redefined to conduct

basic research and space projects were given back to the

services. In mid 19S9, the Clhief iof Naval Operations

suggested a unified command for space, but. it was rejected

because there were no space missions yet and joint control

over proposed space systemr s was not deeried smart.. (29':594)

Later that yea r a centralized office outside of DOD was

created to r anage the satellite reconnaissance program. This

would further split DOD space involvement.

During the ne>::t decade there followed more restructuring.

Fear of engaging the S.oviets in a space arms race, President

Kennedy and DOD initiated a space "blackout" to protect. the

fact. that the US received reconnaissance information from

satellites. (27:9) This event began a series of international

discussions with the So viet.s and the United Nations over

sovereignty and rights cof passage in space. It also separated

the space reconnaissance activity f roim the other military

communications and surveillance effortts. (59:69) Finally, the

blackout created sharp imbalances in funding between DOD and
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NASA, creating mc ore c.ivilian autonomy by undercutting the

rmilitary clairm to tI e space rission.

The "blackout" by President Kennedy also denied the

m, ilitary the ability to debate space activity in public.

Openness fosters technological competition and increases

public awareness and confidence. Secrecy contributed to

further dividing the US program. Dr. Harold Brown outlined

the space building block approach "...engage in a broad

programrl covering basic building blocks which will develop

technical capabilities to meetr many possible contingencies".

(29:6,03) Others defined the approach as gaining technical

insurance, so the US doesn't get caught by surprise.(S9:76)

While this thinking opened doors to develop a robust space

capability, the varied efforts did not produce the best

results.

by the rid 1960s, the Secretary of Defense had given

authority to each Service to pursue space research and

development activities, inciuding options for an ASAT

interceptor.(12:262) Since this reversed the US space policy

of peacelul e::ploitation of space, it put the Services and

NASA in corpetition for' a manned space mission. Despite

limi. ted finarces, this initial ASAT prograr, failed because the

Air Force did not define the program objectives. Confusion

reigned as to roles anid missions. The Air Force clai med a

manned space mission a ,s a necessity for offensive space

weapons, however the Secretary of Defense argued "we do not
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clearly see a military requirement for men in space".(25:229)

This push-pull relationship denied the Air Force a clear path

to pursue its space program and formulate doctrine. While DOD

was allowed to develop the Thor and Nike Zeus programs under

ASAT auspices, it ended up being a hollow program with severe

operational and technical restraints.(59:°1) Finally it was

decided that nuclear explosions in space would do as much

damage to our satellites as the Soviets and these efforts were

abandoned. In conclusion, despite an offensive thrust the

primary goal returned to maintain space for peaceful means.

Th roughou t the 1970s the US dependence on satellites

continued to grow. With this dependence, space system

survivability became an irmperative. In 1971, the Soviets had

declared their capability with a co-orbital ASAT and suspended

testi n. In 1976, when the Soviets resumed testing of their

ASAT, the issue over whether the US also needed an ASAT

capability wvas revitalized.(12:264) Given budgetary

instability, ASAI was not a top DOD concern.(50: 5) The DOD

attitude was summarized by the Undersec retary for Defense

Policy "...we in the DOD are not clear in our own minds what

to do Lt has never been clear to us that we ought to go

out and develop a system that costs hundreds of m illions of

dollar .' ( 0 : I-)

This Rmbiguity on the part of the DOD resulted in

Presidenit Ford directing a dual track approach--develop an

ASA! while working an ASAT arms control agreement.(27:9) DOD
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wanted to focus less on ASAT and more on satellite

survivability. hey rationalized this approach as consistent.

with US national space policy which avoided aggressiveness in

space. However Congressional interpretation was that DOD was

not stepping up to the threat "...the USSR had seized the new

initiative and created a new diriension for military

conflict ... war in space".(13:44) Low budgets, lack of

research, and in general a mixed review over the threat all

contributed toward little ASArI enthusiasm.

On a broader canvas there were bureaucratic and

organizational prolers. The senior officers in the Air Force

were upset because they did not have the space mission

completely. The shar ing of space with the Intelligence

Comn'unity, the other services, NASA, and the commrercial

se ent intensified the rivalry. In addition there was nio

single pr'opo':nent in the Air Force which advocated space

systems. (59:176) Users had r equirements in co rnmuni cation,

navigation, and surveillance, but other than the research and

developmen t comimun ity, no operator carried the effort. Since

satellite data would benefit everyone, there needed to be a

focal point.

Ly the 198'30s further fragmentation in struc ture and

organization would occur. In 198I, President Reagan asked the

National Security Council to review the US national space

policy and address both the Military and civil issues.

Specific points he wanted resolved were launch vehicle needs,
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shuttle responsibilities and capabilities, adequacy of our

national and civil programs, and the future of ASAT.(60:36)

What resulted was a stronger, more determined national space

policy. AGAI arms control was rejected and replaced with ASAT

deterrence. 'Fight and prevail' in both a nuclear and

cornventional war were recurring themes. The new policy even

decribed c'roj ection of force from| space as viable, which

legitirized weapons technology efforts and space systems to

ensure free access to and fror space.(12:264) Even the

strategic rodernization program included added emphasis and

reliance on space assets.(59: 178)

Another 'rganizational initiative was the Strategic

Defense Initiative (SDI), started in 1983. The Presidential

guidance was to explore the feasibility of those technologies

which would ultimately render ballistic missiles obsolete. As

the SDI Office was for med the Services viewed this new

organizat ion as threatening to the research and development

prog'arms within each of the Service POMs.(29 :701)

Centralizing these technolog:ies would make them an easier

Congressional target. At the same time the Services were

skeptical of the power of this new organization, reporting

directly to the Secretary of Defense and the President. SDI

was a thorn in the Services side detracting from terrestrial

force btructure like 40 Tactical Fighter Wings and 600 ship

Navies. Hie JCS only rmildly erm-braced the initiative.

In Bur iary, it is clear that space organizations evolved
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based on unstable elationships and uncertainty over

organizational roles between ni ilitary and civilian needs.

While military centralization imipr'oved, there still persisted

a we-they confrontational outlook between services and between

the DOD and NASA over the US future in space.

The problem is not confusing or inarticulate US policy,

it is the proliferp:tion of space policy. In the last decade

there have bpe even policy pronouncements with the last

occurring .n 2 November 1989. This latest US national space

policy reaffirms the previous policy statements. Added

erphasis is given the civil and corrrercial sectors, i.e.

develop Space Station Freedom and the lack of federal

subsidies to the commercial space segrment.

The goals of the US space policy were as follows: (1)

Strengthen US security, (2) Exploit scientific anid technical

benefits to improve our quality of life, (3) Encourage US

private sector investrrent in space activities, (4) Foster

international cooperation and work with other nations to nake

space free tor all, and (5) Extend human presence throughout

the Solar Systeii .(63:1) The eight principles of the new

policy continue to reinforce the "space for peaceful purposes"

theme and acknowledge the contributions that the civil and

coimercial sectors make toward the US space program. The

priniciples also restate the right of passage through space

without interference, the inherent right of self-defense, and
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the rejection of any nation's right to claim sovereignty over

outer space. (3:9)

Four of the eight principles discuss commercial

applications and international participation. Current

national thinking errphasizes space for peaceful purposes and

is vague on exploitation of space for military needs. General

Piotrowski, USCINCSPACE, in testinony before the Senate

Appropriations Committee in May 1989 said, " The US m ilitary

space structure has evolved with a peacetime orientation.

This must change. Our warfighting coimmanders require a space

force structure which is oriented towards support of combat.

operat-ions" . (Ss: 1 I )

Looking further into US space policy the national

security guidelines are shallow as corrpared to the civil and

comrrmercial portions. The words are tough but fiscally

irresponsible. For example, "The DOD will develop, ope-rate,

and maintain an assured mission capability...".(636:9) To

accoraplish this they discuss a m ix of robust satellite

control, assured access, proliferation, on-orbit sparing, and

reconstitution . One must ask when was the last time these

particular attributes of our space systemrls were accomplished?

The result is that policies, while goal oriented, are not

realistic or ne(::essarily executable within existing budgets.

There are additional concerns with our current policies.

Within the, four functions decribed in our National, DOD and

Air Forc~e space policies, should not the following questions
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be asked? Is assured access to space consistent with only an

East and West launch facility? How does t-e US achieve freedom

of action in space without an ASAT capability?

What about the space support. and force enhancerent.

aspects of US National Space Policy--the linchpins of the

curr,"ent force struc turei,. Today the launch and contrnol. of

satellites prirmar ily enhance the effectiveness of the

terrestrial forces. These are clearly supportive roles, and

not recognized as combatant roles per se. No satellite has

yet put bombs on target, but they have assisted in deploying

ard employing combat forces. This begs the question on the

proper orientation of the space role. Is it destined f r a

support function only?

Former Secretary of Defense Carlucci stated in 1988 that

"space system are no different than other milittary systems'

their effectiveness as a deterrent is directly propor tional to

their value in combat".(16',61) However, Col in Gray has stated

that nothing comi ng from space is a showstopper for our

terrestrial forces.(31:238) Some make distinctions between

direct coribat force, comibat support, and combat service

support. Traditio-.ally, funding profiles c han pion the

offensive system, that directly produces firepower. The

supporter is norrlly relegated a subserviant role and

competes unfavorably for funds.

Several versions ::,f DOD Space Policy have ererged during

the past decade, changing whenever a new National Space Policy
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was issued. The 00D ,poli:y generally views space as a medium

.to conduct military operations.(21: 4:) It emphasizes control

of space as essential to conducting force enhancement and

force application capabilities. The bottomline is that

cons ~istent with National Space Policy, it overstates our space

comm itment and our capability.

Air Force Space Policy was released in December 1988, as

a by product of the Air Force EluE. Ribbon Panel on Space which

reexamined the role of the Air Force and its cormimitment to the

future of space. This policy is based on the premise that.

spacepower will be as decisive in future combat as airpower is

today.(8: I) Both the Chief of Staff of the Air Force and the

Secretary of the Air Force stated that spacepower would evolve

from combat support (current capability) through the full

spectrum of rilitary capabilities (implying space

weapons).(8: 1) Finally, both indicated that the Air Force

needed to make a corporate commitment to integrate space

throughout the Air Force.

The Air Force reaffirmed the force enhancement and space

support roles by stating it will continue to acquire, operate,

and provide forces to support the terrestrial forces including

space base-,d wide area surveillance.(8:.2) It should also

continue its. role as provider of launch and on-orbit support

to m ilitary space systems. The Air Force policy cormimits

heavily to space con troi and force application, however

USCINCSPACH in Congressional testimony lists both of these



f urnctio'..ns, asb th.cA% 11 nj Se'ric zus Shc . 1 l f ; .I I S- L' Lve t

curr'ent~L' 'tayo thet Ai r F-or'ce, while an ztdv-_czAte o:f our

space pr-1grariis. has fo-cused pr inc ipal ly o:n t.ose Space

progi'ariis that inclJde ciurveil1lance, reconnaiss_-anco, -and

intell1icnence gather ing.(7 :5 He reasons that in -an

un-certa'in_ anld un-Sta-lble future, we' sh'iould colncentrate oDn

keeping tra=.ck cf bo-th wrl iac tic ens and intent. U'_'C I NC:'-;FA C'E

and fthe Airv F-~rce leadership wo-uld zArgue that. sj ::ace 5ystemfs

CaEOeveag comnflic t kith far cgreater pc'tential than e::itin

terr1'es ti.ala~t'I -;tand that in an uncertain and unstabile-

won Ir a ba lnce Dt1 spa-ECe sy tiriS in- all foLIr functional areas

co-uld lei .d to inc reasedst ilt.(71

Further, the Ai r Fo-estiates that it mus-1t. achieve

assurIed i ss f' In ca4p-Ab i 1 i t-y thro-ugh a-I b aIa nce o f survivabiIit~y

fle1:c:it: i . ty re-sponsiveniess, logistics supprort, and stron11-g

re-search- and techno 1 ocgy pr-rrish: ei-e is no': sanc tuary

is s::pace. VtLAitvlerakbility' an-d SUn'viVability have been

m11Ajl.-or issues f or 001- s inrce th--e ear ly I90.(9 4

SC I NC:.'-.FAC:L recently challenged] the lack o-f launch

r espons iveiiess3 and dep-th- by iitat i.ng , "tofewon:iI'it

r~eserIves, tooDI few groundLA-I spares an-d e::::CeSive replenishmi'ent

t ies .E:5 :-r- D r . ice, the _;ec netary of the Ai r Fo:rce , has

stated- that "--pace iissets wi.11 have to: give users service on

demi-and" . (7: 1 .) Locjis tic jais descr'ibe their chal leniges as

on-o-rbit servic ing and assembly, reparable versus e>x-pendable

spacecraft, and int-eagi'ated l':'gistics ideas. Mos'.t logistic ians
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put emphasis on the space station, an orbital manuever ing

vehicle and the National Aerospace Plane--all at least a

decade away.

In suiriflila'y, National, DOD and Air Force space policies

offer goals at best and contribute little toward doctrine.

There are significant gaps between realistic missions and

capabilities of the present space forces. While policy should

not drive doctrine, it should be fundamentally consistent with

what is believed about space force capability.
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CHAPYER IV

PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING DOCTRINE

Difficulties with our basic Air Force Doctrine are, to a

large part, responsible for the absence of a coherent space

doctrine. Fundarentally, Air Force basic doctrine has not

provided the foundation and direction to build a space

doctrine. This chapter discusses three elements lacking in

basic aerospace doctrine: knowledge of war, joint.ness, and

technolocgy.

Knogwljedzqe of War

Since 194:j, Air Force do-ctrine has changed very little.

Considering the number of conflicts, wars of national

liberation, change in economies and cultures, technological

progress, and policy changes, this is alarming. Dr. Robert

Frank Futrell believed Air Force doctrine in 195S began to go

stale in the very years in which dynamic studies were needed

to integrate new aerospace ideas.(29:74) Couple tilis with a

rigid do-ct.ri nal theme that prescribes air power as self

fulfilling and decisive in c:nfl.ict only if centrally

controlled by an airman, and one begins to see the difficulty.

While this concept forged the way for an independent ai rpower

service, it. has contributed little toward providing thought

provoking concepts or the best way to develop other doctrines.

The specific difficulty is that basic doctrine does not.

describe the how and why of warfare, but merely the what of
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warfare. Aerospace doctrine should be based on war and the

cumulative effects of battle on the forces.(24:4S) As a

foundation basic doctrine should be what works best.. Instead

basic doctrine prcvides generalizations without causes,

definitions without ex::planat.ions, and abstractions without

e::.:ai'ipleaps. Basic doctrine provides little useful guidance to a

commander to ,-,rganize, train, or equip his forces. Statements

such as "air commanders employ forces IAW doctrine that

dictates their most effective use .... apply doctrine with

judgment ... tailor your actions to specific situations anid

objectives" are vague and of little value.(3:2-3) To resolve

this problem, basic doctrine should describe what war is and

why it is unique. To build tools of war, airvman must

understand the danger, uncertainty, and chance in war. One

historian stated that. the fundamental thinking of US aviators

abo-,ut the air weapon is flawed by the inability to "nurture a

comprehensive understanding of war as a total phenomena".

(,4:6): He concludes by saying that unless we develop a

bett.er understanding of war, he questions our ability to adapt

to the security needs of the late 20th Century.(,4:117)

Another problem is the mechanistic approach to conflict.

Without concrete e::.::amples of space warfare, military planners

have sought quantifiable and logistical solutions to, wage war.

During the 196 0's the Air Force embraced the systems

engineeri ng approach by S;ecretary of Defense McNamara more

wholeheartedly than the other services. Engineering and point
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solutions would count.er the threat as opposed to an organic,

whole mission approach. The Air Force was considered the

technical service.(S:3:28:) One author stated that. "war is

fundamental].y a human phenomena, a matter of err, ot.ni,

aspi ration, e::ertion, and suffering". He further states that.

though physical and statistical factors play a role in

determining conflict outcome, war ult.imat.ely comes down to a

contest of knowled.e, intelligence, willpower, and human

endurance. (64:1 05)

Basic doctrine is also shallow and undeveloped. One

author has stated that. Ai r Force doctrine is stagnating

because it. has not. moved beyond i t.s traditicnal f i>::ed wing

missions.(:3-:26) Hadiley, in The .t-aw 6iant., has suggested it.

is because ai rpower is detached from killing--we don't see the

batt.lefield firsthand.(3:3:66) Applying his theory t.co space

detaches one flrom the battlefield even furt.her. In short,

understanding war in i.t.s totality, its aims, its nature, and

the environment, is essential to formulating doctrine.

.._:', i nf.tn1e :.s_.

Based upon the conflicts of the 19:30's, such as Urgent

Fury, El Dorado Cany:, n, Earnest W4ill1, and Just Cause, the

conflicts of the future wi 11 cm::mpr ise joint operations.

However, there is limi ted joint doct.rine and e:x.::isting service

dotrine makes few references t:, j,'intness. Current. Air Force

doctrine states "as a critical element, of the interdependent

land-naval-aerospace team, aerospace power can be the decisive
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force in warfare" .(:3:2-4) E:ut at. what cost and how severe the

consequences? What rrediurms possess capabilities to do the job

of war bett-er and more efficiently? The Air Force has forged

joint linkages within the air portion of aerospace, but not

with space forces.

Future conf I ictts will be successful only if the various

air,land, sea, and space forces are sychronized. A recent

article on Joint Operations states that "jc, intness signifies

that in modern warfare there are no such things as discrete

air, land, sea, or space wars".(22:5) Moreover, jointness

really means that a specific theater cannot win the war all

alone.

Te c hno lo,..

Current doctrine does not put. technology and doctrine

into any particular relationship. However history reveals

instances where superior technology in and of itself did not

translate to a decisive advantage.(S:45) Of course there are

e:.amples where it did, like the radar in World War II and the

jet. in Ior.ea.

The key is nc,'t in the technology but how one uses it.

(23:17) B,oth d:,ctr ine and technology are dynaric processes

that continuously interact. In World War I, technology

outstepped doctr ine when the machine gun stalemated the

western and eastern fronts. Hcwever the tank did not. negate

the machine gun until doctrinally the infantry and artillery

were coordinated with the tank movement.(34:32) Until space



systems are integrated with terrestrial forces doctrinally,

technically superior space forces will continue to sit on a

separate shelf, waiting for doctrine to catch up.

Technology must be understood to be effective. While

entering space over 30 years ago, it took until 1971 for

doctrine to define the Air Force role in space and until 1979i,

to actually state a space mission (which was retracted in the

next version) It appears the Air Force is more comfortable

supporting space technically rather than doctrinally. The

problem w ith space assets is they are survivable, autonomous,

and generally reliable, but, like the repeating rifle in the

Civil War, tank in World War I and the P-47 in World War II,

are not fully understood by the people of their time. The

doctrinal stagnation has slowed the military space program.

It is imperative that doctrine provide direction along the

technological path. (: :4 :27)

( ..urre. S-pace Doctrine

AFM 1-6, published in 1 982, was the first and only

attempt at space doctrine. Most would agree it. is dated,

inaccurate, and actually a compilation of factual staterments

versus fundamental beliefs. Several find it useful as a

"primer". In defense of the original authors in 1982, it

wasn't a bad document--short, easy to read and understand, and

most important, it increased awareness of the space dimension.

Basic doctrine was under revision and most believed that the

efforts of AFM 1-6 would be incorporated into a future, more
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prophetic version of AFM 1-1.

AFM 1-6 never evolved because it. wgas not doctrine when it

was published. At best, AFM 1-6 was a temporary document that

compiled a few policy statements, some space characteristics,

and several Air Force responsibilities. It read more like a

directive, i.e. "you will" and not "we believe". S;everal

o, ther problems contr ibuted to this doctrinal malaise.

First, Air Force Basic Doctrine did not step up to the

task of truly inc or:orating space, either in substance cor

mission. It. was still air doctrine ,:verst.amped with the word

aerospace. The Air Force is at fault here, since numerous

directional signals were flashing to properly recognize space

througho,:ut the 1980s. The formation: of space commands in all

the services to focus space advocacy, the President.'s

announcemient of the Strategic Defense Initiative, renewed

discussion cf a unified co'mmand for space, creation of a joint

planning staff for space within the OJCS, romentum in the

civil and corrmerc:ial sectors, rising space budgets, to name a

few. Unfortunately space was viewed as a competitor against

air resources and not a frontline contributor toward national

security. Space stood without any firrm doctrinal tenets

(recall 1-6 was a primer at best).

Second, the real difficulty in developing space doctrine

lies in the term aerospace, who controls it and whether it is

really an indivisible entity? In 19S9, General White argued

that the aerospace is an operationally indivisible medium
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above the earth's surface.( ) but like those air pioneers

arguing for a separate air arm, White could have been arguing

for Air Force dorminance in the space rrission? Remernber that.

ICE:Ms dominated thei. r thinking--missiles which would transit

space. Ballistic missiles would become part of a nuclear

doc t r ine, not a spatce doc t.r ie . ( 29 712)

In today's environment of jointness, interservice

cooperation and balance, one cannot sirrply coin the term

aerospace and claim victory for the Air Force. Today, the

major ity in the military still view space as outside the

warfighting medium, i.e. space is the Shuttle (despite the

presence of a warfighting CINC). At best., space is viewed in

terms of ho'w it can support the terrestrial forces--where the

real fight still is.

Third, asking the same air-type questions in the space

context is not a good starting point. It is unimportant to

concentrate on the unique characteristics of space, but.

rather to emplasize what space systems can accomplish across

the conflict spectrum. Colin ( ray discusses the battlefield

in space as an area of increasing exploitrment.(3 ,238) The

more importarce placed on space, and it appears we will, the

more strongly the enemy will try to deny spacecraft freedom of

passage.

h-~_ .: , o _ s_ T 2 _,q
~~;c ~ h'U is1 h [uht.

During the last decade much discussion has revo:'lved around

Lupton's four schools of doctrinal thought---sanctuary,
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survivability, control, and high ground as a basis fc,'r space

doctrine.(46,209) While they are not the only schools of

thought c,.n space, they conveniently bridge the spectrum from

peace to, war.

The sanctuary school maintains that space is a war-free

sanct.uary and that tlhe value of space forces is in their

ability to preclude global nuclear war by seeing within the

boundaries :f sovereign states.(46'210) This school is deeply

rc,oted :in the t.heme "space for peaceful purposes" which is a

principal pillar of our current national space policy. Most

of our current space force structure closely mirrors this

school--communications, navigation, surveillance, and imagery

capability for national security but. also for civil,

commerc ial, and business needs in a closer, cooperative world.

The limitations of space as a sanctuary cabnot account for

the growing dependence ,-of the world on space-based systems.

(46:212) It ignores the S;oviet ASiA capability and believes

that space systems need n:, rIotection. This school has no

argu~mr ent against those that w:uld say vulnerability invites

aggression. Space is a beneign environment and to place

spacecraft which control or apply force for riilitary ends will

militarize space and ultimately lead to war.(46:212)

The survival sch:,ol moves away fromi the far left and

acknowledges space wars because space sytems are inherently

vulnerable. They believe one must hold enemy systems at risk

and be able to respond in kind. Since space systems are not
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maneuverable, they wcould avoid [imLIlt, i-rm'ission and clustering of

satellites. Fundarrental to this schocol is that since space

systems may not survive conflict, one should not totally rely

on them. However , the critic of "this schoc:,l p:,ints out that

space systems have never been attacked, despite the absence o:f

a space systeri, deterrent.. (41-5:213)

The cont.r l school views space warfare similar t:, air

warfare, in tlhat the first consideration is to achieve space

superiority to assure uninterrupted support to our terrestrial

forces.(46:214) Whoever controls the space also controls the

terrestrial conflict. Along with sea and air control, space

c:ntrol is an imperative to deter war. An A.AT capability is

necessary to control space. Space control battles may not be

decisive in the cont.e::.::t of a total war, only turning points.

The significant limitation to this school is that the US does

not possess any capability to cont.rol space. Others also see

suppcort.ers of this schooil as creating a space arms race,

costly to all nations.(46:215)

The last school is the high ground which believes wars

will be won or lost in space because cf the high value, high

leverage space based BMD systems. With the deployment of

defensive 8MI systems, the center cf gravity will shift away

f rom t.errestr ial conflict. E:MD systems will be used like a

space blockade to protect friendlies and deny space

replenishment to the enemy. The major limitation to this

school is that it is expensive and futuristic.(546:217)
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Hlow do the schools of thought affect doct.rine

development? First, Lupton's schools do not get us any closer

to space doctrine, because they only b,-ound the spectrum of

space force application. Most agree the US space capability

never has, nor probably will, subscribed tio one single school 1

of thought. In short., these schools offer little help in

stating what is believed about space and at best., offer a menu

of it.erms from which to choose.

Cecond, assuming one focuses on the cc ntrol school, it. is

important to realize that. control or superiority in space is a

temiporal thing. In space control, like sea control, it is a

time-r es::,u rce-space re].ationship and doesn't parallel the

traditional Air Force view to control the air for indefinite

per iods of time over a theater or a region. Because of the

nature and characteristics o:f space, :'ne cannot control all

orbits, at all tirmes, at all altitudes. Therefore the notion

of space super ior ity cannot be applied in an air conte<t.

Third, Lupton misses the fundamental element of assuring

a military capability to operate in space and that is having

access in the first place. Without access as the pillar, the

remaining space activity cannot be supp:,rted.

In short, to develop space doctrine one must abandon

these scho, ols of thought for a specific approach that.

repr'esents a combination of these schools. Only in this way

can progress be rrade in developing space doctrine.
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CHAPTER V

SHAPING FUTURE DOCTRINE

This study began with the statement by the Air Force

senior leadership that spacepower will be as decisive in

future combat operations as airpower is today. 'o be decisive

in combat forces must embody the principles of war. The

Presidenttial Commission o formin g an integrated long term

strategy has stated "DOD must give preference to more mobile

and versatile forces--forces that deter aggressicn by their

ability to respond rapidly and discriminately to a wide range

of attacks" .(1t:S)

Future space doctrine must also be integrated within

existing force structure. The authors cif Discriminate

Deterrence go on to say that any future doctrine must. be an

in tegrated one, not only looking at our space forces but how

they integrate with our other combat forces including our

allies.(l°:7) They describe space forces as particularly

suited for these future needs because of their worldwide

reach, responsiveness, right of soverneignty, and ability to

sustain themselves. In 1988, Secretary of the Navy Garrett.

stated "in the future, mobility and flexibility will be at a

greater premium than ever, as we need to move swiftly, often

in response to ambiguous warning. Support from space systems

capable of global coverage will be crucial to our

effectiveness..."(2S:20)
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Future doctrine should emphasize the offense-defense

relationship. The nation and the military have progressed

beyond Eisenho:wer's "open skies" and space for peaceful

purposes approach. General Piotrowski gets to the point when

he states that our space infrastructure does not rmeet future

wartime needs. He appropriately describes the lack of an

of tensive capability to negate hostile activity and a lack of

responsiveness and depth in our space support segment.(56 :337)

Another space advocate decribes the need to better articulate

a coherent military strateqy on space control, similar to the

Arrmiy's AirLand Battle or the Navy's Maritime Strategy.

(12:258)

Military space doctrine should also emphasize developm'ent

and concentration. The fledgling infrastructure has gaps in

space surveillance and rebuilding a capable launch structure

is critical. To deny an enemy the use of space and project

power are axioms of future doctrine. History and tradition in

our land, sea, and air systems has emphasized a robust and

redundant capability. The US must approach space in the same

way, i.e. building the infrastructure hard, reliable, and

dependable. Thusfar space systems have not withstood the test

of combat.

Sirmiultaneously it is essential that doctrine highlight

known space weaknesses--especially the areas that are

exploitable. These range from space-based surveillance and

tracking to better distribution of space data. Warning data
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will be even more critical, particularly in light of a

clhanging Soviet threat and the probability that. torward basing

of military assets will not always be a response opti -,n.

Do::ctrine of the 1990s must discuss how space systems will

leverage future conflict in a rulti--polar world it. must be

balanced and realistic in terms of capability. It must not be

so far reaching that it. pushes us off technological cliffs or

overstates intentions.

The more global the strategy, the more important the use

of space.(34::2) Just as the seas tied together the

continents centuries ago, today space is tieing together the

c:,untries of the world in rrinutes not. years.

US space forces represent a sizable investment of

t.a::<payer dollars and there is a mul titude of policies,

st rate.gies, plans and roadr,,aps which justify thie acquisition

and procurement of these expensive space systems. Hcowever,

after thirty years plus in space the US is still missing an

important ingredient which is dc ct rine.

Currently space is a supporter to the land, sea, and air

carpaigns of the future. While this is a good start it is

essential to think beyond this decade to power projection from

space. As General Piotrowsk i has said we need to have the

right tools for combat..(S6::338) General Welch has stated that

with political instability and uncertainty in the world... the

US must provide forces capable of dealing with, the full

spectrum of conflict.(66:SO) Wi-ile space forces alford the US
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capabilities and :pp:rtunities, space is not "war worthy" yet.

It is not safe because the investment. is generally not

protected, either technically or doct4rinally.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUS, I ON

General Hap Arnold warned the Air Force in I'J45 to keep

its doctrine ahead of its equipment and clearly the Air Force

has not done that in regards to space. Currently space

systems support the land, sea, and air campaigns. While this

is a good start, the real key is to project power frorm, space.

To accomplish this it is imperative that spacecraft be war

wor thy.

Viable military space doctrine is essential to successful

corbat operations. History proves it. "This can only be

acco, mplished by basing space beliefs in the fundamental

principles cf war. Other tenets of a valid space doctr ine

include integrat.ion, a balanced capability, and effective

relationships and alliances with allies and the other national

space sectors.

There have been significant obstacles to space doct.r7ine

development, such as organizational fragmentation, outdated

basic doctrine and unusable military space doctrine. There

are scho, ols of doctrine which tend to compartrmentalize views.

Slcowly these obstacles will be overcomre. The next step is to

create a viable space doctrine. As former Secretary of

Defense Carlucci stated last. year, "o:.ur greatest challenge is

to integrate rri].itary doctrine and strategy with the realities

of rrilitary operations in space". (16:6)
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